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1.0 Introduction 

Boffa Miskell Limited (BML) have been engaged by Summerset Villages Limited (Summerset) to 
prepare an Urban Design, Landscape and Visual Assessment for Summerset’s proposed 
retirement village in Cambridge. The proposed retirement village comprises a mix of one storey 
villas and cottages, with a two-and-three-storey central Main Building, including assisted living 
suites, memory care suites and care beds.  

1.1 Background 
BML have worked alongside Summerset, Bentley & Co and Kamo Marsh Landscape Architects 
in refining the Master Plan and Landscape Plan for the Cambridge Retirement Village. 

The Site currently comprises four different land parcels. Based on this, and as illustrated in 
Diagram 1 below, the Site will be staged according to the land parcels, with the largest two land 
parcels representing the bulk of the First Phase of the retirement village. The remaining 
northern land parcels would be Phases 2 and 3 respectively. 

  
Diagram 1: Land parcels of the Site and their associated Phasing of the retirement village 

Under the Waipa District Plan (WDP) the Site is subject to a Structure Plan (Appendix S2 
Cambridge North Structure Plan and Design Guidelines). Specific objectives around the form of 
the retirement village, its’ identity, open spaces, permeable surfaces and protection of views 
and landmarks are all aspects covered by the Structure Plan, which, where relevant, will be 
assessed. The Site is subject to two different residential zones, and two overlays relating to 
compact housing and road noise effects.  
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1.2 Site Visit 
A Site Visit was undertaken on 10th August 2020 by Jo Soanes, Principal Landscape Planner 
and Brooke Foley, Landscape Architect. The weather during the Site Visit was overcast. As well 
as a visit to the Site, a visit was also undertaken to the broader context, to better understand the 
visibility of the Site within the wider landscape. 

2.0 The Proposal 

The proposal is for the construction and operation of a comprehensive care retirement village, 
providing for a variety of accommodation options and aged care needs. The overall site is a 9.9 
ha parcel of land with access to the proposed village off Mary Anne Drive via Norfolk Drive. 

The proposal comprises 260 independent living units encompassing a mix of one-storey villas 
and cottages containing two-to-three bedrooms, two-storey ‘Louisville’ units, together with a 
Main Building containing a combination of assisted living suites, memory care suites and care 
rooms, along with a range of village amenities. In total the village will provide accommodation 
for up to 414 persons plus allowance for 40 care beds, on the basis that the average 
independent living unit occupancy is 1.3 persons, and the maximum care unit occupancy is 1 
person.  

The layout of the village has been developed to ensure that there is a high level of on-site 
amenity, and that the layout and configuration of the built form respects the characteristics of 
the neighbourhood, and the Site’s relationship with neighbouring properties – with particular 
consideration given to the layout, aesthetic form and materiality of the buildings. This resultant 
design ensures that the overall village functions as a community within a community, being 
sympathetic to the surrounding area. 

The focal point of the village is the centrally located two-and-three-storey Main Building and 
associated recreation amenities and adjacent green spaces, which include an outdoor bowling 
green and outdoor communal areas. 

The landscape design is based on providing a green and open layout for the Site. There are no 
boundary fences between villas and cottages, reinforcing the sense of spaciousness, with low 
hedging and ground covers used to provide a sense of individual space and privacy between 
the independent living units. Trees are positioned to reflect an open, park-like setting, whilst at 
the same time providing screening and separation between public and private spaces and 
assisting with way finding.  

3.0 Existing Environment 

3.1 Site Location and Character 
The Site is located within the northern limits of Cambridge and occupies a large area of open 
pastureland. Cambridge is characterised by its established exotic trees, the Waikato River and 
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Lake Te Koo Utu which is close to the Town Centre. The town is renowned for equestrian 
related activities with numerous racing tracks and stables evident within the broader landscape. 
The town is well connected to the broader area by the Waikato Expressway (WEX), which is 
located to the north of the Site.  

The broader established character of the area typically comprises low density residential 
housing to the east and south and large rural lifestyle blocks to the north and west, with these 
earmarked for future residential development. The area developed as Norfolk Downs 
Subdivision is located immediately east of the Site, with the northern section still under 
development. To the north of the Site is WEX, which connects Cambridge to Hamilton (20 
minutes north) and Taupo (1.5 hours south). Nearby is Cambridge High School to the south-
east of the Site along with Memorial Park and Tom Voyal Park. Both parks make up part of the 
green belt surrounding the town centre. To the south-west of the Site is the Cambridge 
Raceway and Trotting Track, and to the west is the Cambridge Jockey Club.  

The Site sits within the Cambridge North Residential Growth Zone, an allocated area for 
residential development expected to be completed by 2035. Refer to image below for location. 
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Image 1: Appendix S1 – Future Growth Cells (Source Waipa District Council) 

The Site is subject to a Structure Plan, which outlines specific design related guidelines which 
assist the consideration of development of the area. The Cambridge North Structure Plan (see 
Image 2) is illustrated below (with relevant written components contained within Appendix 2), 
with the Site illustrated with a red-line boundary:  

 
Image 2: Extent of the Cambridge North Structure Plan (with the Site illustrated with a red-boundary). 

 

The area to the west of the Site is also included in a growth zone (Cambridge C1 Structure 
Plan), between Victoria Road and Abergeldie Way, which is forecast to include a variety of land 
uses including varied residential densities, local convenience retail, services and civic uses.  

The Norfolk Downs Subdivision has been developed in the area to the east and south of the 
Site, while further east of the Site (and east of the WEX), the St Kilda subdivision contains 
larger dwellings and sections for large lot residential development, which includes the Bupa 
Retirement Village and Care Home.  

Further afield, to the north of the WEX is Hautapu where land is identified for future industrial 
development which includes the APL factory1 located directly north of the WEX and visible from 
the Site.  

To the west of Victoria Road, the neighbouring land is occupied by a mix of commercial and 
industrial activity.  

The topography of the surrounding landscape is gently undulating. Locally to the Site there is a 
recently developed stormwater pond to the north with a pathway connected to it (from the east) 
for recreational use, which also connects to Victoria Road, via a recently installed footbridge. 

 
1 Architectural Glass Products (APL). Refer to: https://www.cambridgenews.nz/2019/09/huge-factory-taking-shape/ 

https://www.cambridgenews.nz/2019/09/huge-factory-taking-shape/
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The stormwater pond is to be landscaped. Screen planting is also proposed along the northern 
part of the stormwater pond and at the toe of the WEX2. A planted stormwater swale extends 
south of the pond parallel to Victoria Road/ Laurent Road. Refer to Image 3 below. 

 
Image 3: Planted part of Swale immediately north of the Site 

Extended views towards the Te Miro Range to the east and Mount Maungatautari in the south 
are available from the Site.  

The character of the broader landscape within which the Site sits, is undergoing significant 
change. The rural landscape is progressively being converted to residential activity, consistent 
with the strategic planning framework. 

3.2 Site Character 
Within the supporting Landscape and Visual Amenity Graphic Supplement, a series of Site 
Appraisal Photographs (A-D) have been taken to illustrate the existing characteristics of the 
Site. The location of the Site Appraisal Photographs are illustrated within the Graphic 
Supplement on Figure 2. 

The Site is a largely undeveloped tract of land, boarded by a short section of Norfolk Drive to 
the south and the Laurent Swale/ Victoria Road to the west. To the north and the east, the Site 
borders open paddocks, which are anticipated to be developed residentially.  

The Site currently contains essentially four distinctive areas, with the southernmost area 
containing a large temporary stockpile mound and a temporary stormwater pond, the central 
section which is broadly open and fenced off as grazing paddocks, and two areas to the north, 
one of which retains residential buildings and mature tree plantings and one which is broadly 
open in character. 

Site Appraisal Photograph A represents a view from within the northern boundary of the Site 
looking in a southerly direction. The view illustrates the broadly flat nature of the topography and 
its generally open character. The temporary stockpile within the southern part of the Site is 
visible in the centre of the image and some buildings, including the dwelling within the north-
western part of the Site is evident within the right-hand corner of the image. 

 
2 Refer to Opus International Consultants Landscape Specification for Laurent Swale and North West Pond Design – 
Cambridge and supporting Landscape Planting Plans (Drawing Nos 3-38960.01 L04-L06), for Waipa District Council 
(2018) 
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Site Appraisal Photograph B illustrates a view looking towards the central part of the Site. The 
commercial buildings fronting Victoria Road and those associated with the Norfolk Downs 
Subdivision (Mary Ann Drive/ Kerekori Way) are evident beyond the boundaries of the Site. This 
vantagepoint also illustrates the openness of the central part of the Site which is used primarily 
for grazing purposes. 

Site Appraisal Photographs C and D illustrate views within the southern part of the Site. The 
temporary stockpile and the temporary stormwater pond which occupy the majority of this part 
of the Site act as local features and can be observed from the local landscape due to the lack of 
containment along the southern boundary.   

Generally, the Site can be characterised as a landscape in transition, where influencing 
development around the Site’s perimeter will change the apparent rural characteristics of the 
Site. Correspondingly, the Site retains limited sensitivity to change. 

3.3 Baseline visibility 
The extent and degree to which the Site is visible from the surrounding landscape was 
considered as part of the Site visit. Under the methodology3, there is a continuity of degree of 
visibility, ranging from no view of the Site to full, open views, of which three categories of view 
have been determined: 

• Truncated/Glimpsed views: a view towards a small part of the Site that is curtailed 
by a visual barrier; 

• Partial View: a view of part of the Site between trees or structures, or a filtered view 
of the Site, or a distant view where the Site is perceived as a small part of the view; 
and 

• Open view: a clear, often elevated view of all or a significant proportion of the Site 
within the wider landscape. 

A series of Site Context Photographs (1-6) have been taken to illustrate the Site’s existing 
visibility. These photographs are contained within the accompanying Graphic Supplement and 
their locations are outlined on Figure 2. Broadly the Site is well contained and has very limited 
visibility in the broader landscape, as well as to the surrounding built forms and vegetation. 

Site Context Photograph 1 illustrates a view looking towards the Site from a location on 
Laurent Road, some 115 metres north of the Site’s northern boundary. Laurent Road is a minor 
track which runs parallel to Victoria Road. Victoria Road is the main road connecting Norfolk 
Drive with the Waikato Expressway. The Site is broadly fully contained from this vantage point, 
due primarily by the mature boundary and site vegetation associated with the northern land 
parcel at 100 Laurent Road, which contains a dwelling and several ancillary buildings. Much of 
the northern boundary of the Site is formed by a medium-high hedge, which obstructs views 
further south. The Western Storage Basin Walkway (connecting with the blue pedestrian 
footbridge) is evident in the foreground of the image, and the rooftops associated with the 
Norfolk Downs subdivision can be seen in the distance towards the left-hand side of the image. 

Moving further to the east, at the western edge of the Norfolk Downs subdivision area, Site 
Context Photograph 2 illustrates a view from the intersection of William Paul Street and Isobel 
Hodgson Drive. This vantage point is located some 200m to the east of the Site. This image 
demonstrates that much of this area of the Norfolk Downs subdivision is still under construction, 

 
3 Refer to Appendix 1. 
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with new dwellings anticipated to line these roads, therefore further curtailing views towards the 
Site. In this vantagepoint, the Site is difficult to locate, due to the layering effect of existing 
vegetation lining property boundaries. The temporary stockpile within the southern part of the 
Site is just visible towards the left-hand corner of the photograph. The rooftops of the Elco 
Direct/ Shaws buildings is also just visible. 

Site Context Photograph 3 illustrates a vantage point from the intersection of Mary Ann Drive 
with Norfolk Drive forming the southern boundary of the Site. The visibility of the broader Site is 
somewhat interrupted by the temporary stockpile that occupies much of this southern part of the 
Site, however the eastern part of the central section of the Site is partly visible at the terminus of 
Mary Ann Drive. 

Immediately west of this viewpoint, is an intersection with Tosland Way and Norfolk Drive. Site 
Context Photograph 4 illustrates a view from close to this intersection looking in a northerly 
direction towards the Site. As with Site Context Photograph 3, the temporary stockpile within the 
southern part of the Site obstructs views further into the Site, however partial views into the 
south western part of the Site are obtained, due in part by the lack of boundary vegetation 
demarcating the southern boundary. The depression as a result of the temporary stormwater 
pond, which is located to the west of the earth mound, is just visible. Furthermore, the open 
nature of the western boundary enables views of vehicles on Victoria Road to be observed. 

Site Context Photograph 5 is taken from a location on Victoria Road, some 110m to the south 
of the Site’s southern boundary. This vantage point illustrates the generally open character of 
the south western corner of the Site. The temporary stockpile within the southern part of the Site 
does, however, restrict views to the eastern parts of the Site. The large industrial building of 
APL (Architectural Profiles Ltd), located to the north of the Waikato Expressway, is evident 
within the centre of the image. Vegetation associated with the northern part of the Site is also 
evident. Mature trees flank part of the western Victoria Road corridor, which prevents some 
properties accessed off Victoria Road, and located west of the Site, from gaining views towards 
the Site.   

Site Context Photograph 6 illustrates a view from an elevated section of the Waikato 
Expressway, some 290m north of the Site. Views along this corridor will be transitory and will be 
at speed, with vehicles often travelling at or close to 100kmph. Any views from this vantage 
point would be glimpsed through roadside vegetation. The vegetation associated with the 
northern part of the Site is clearly visible, as is the temporary stockpile in the southern part of 
the Site. The roofs of the surrounding Norfolk Downs subdivision are also evident in the view. 

Based on this visual appraisal, it is demonstrated that the visibility of the Site is broadly confined 
to local and near-distant views. The Site is generally seen in the context of the development that 
is occurring in the broader environment. 

4.0 Statutory Planning Context 

4.1 Resource Management Act (RMA) and other higher 
order documents 

Part 2 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) sets its purpose and principles. Part 2, Section 
5 states that the purpose of the RMA is to promote the sustainable management of natural and 
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physical resources. Section 6 sets out the matters of importance that must be recognised and 
provided for in achieving the purpose of the RMA, including outstanding natural landscapes and 
natural character. Section 7 contains other matters to which particular regard must be given, 
including amenity values.  

There are no outstanding natural landscapes on or within close proximity of the Site, and the 
Site is not within the coastal environment, so the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 
(NZCPS) is not relevant.  

4.2 Waipa District Plan 
Under the Waipa District Plan, the Site is subject to the following: 

- A Growth Management Structure Plan – Appendix S2 Cambridge North Structure Plan 
and Design Guidelines (relevant to the entire Site) 

- Residential Zone (60 and 80 Laurent Road) 

- Deferred Residential Zone (100 and 102 Laurent Road) 

- Two overlays, including the Compact Housing Area and Road Noise Effects Area. 

Relevant to this assessment, consent will be required for the following: 

- Retirement village within or outside the compact housing overlay – Restricted 
Discretionary activity, but overall as a Non-Complying activity for the component of 
the activity occurring in the Deferred Residential zone.  

- Maximum Height infringement – Discretionary activity  

Appendix 2 contains the objectives, policies and assessment matters that are relevant to the 
assessment of the proposal from an urban design, and landscape and visual perspective. 

5.0 Effects Assessment 

Landscape and visual impacts result from natural or induced change in the components, 
character or quality of the landscape. Usually these are the result of landform or vegetation 
modification or the introduction of new structures, facilities or activities. All these impacts are 
assessed to determine their effects on landscape (and townscape) character and quality, 
amenity as well as on public and private views. 

In this study the assessment of potential effects is based on a combination of the landscape's 
sensitivity and visibility and the nature and scale of the proposed retirement village, having 
regard to the nature and form of development that is otherwise anticipated by the planning 
framework. Particular effects considered relate to the following: 

• Visual Amenity Effects from public and private locations; 

• Landscape Character Effects; 

• Urban Design Effects. 
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5.1 Visual Amenity Effects 
Visual amenity effects of proposals are influenced by a number of factors, including the nature 
of the proposal and the landscape absorption capability and character of the Site and the 
surrounding area. Visual amenity effects are also dependent on the distance between the 
viewer and the proposal, the complexity of the intervening landscape and the nature of the view. 

The principal element of the proposal that may give rise to landscape and visual effects are: 

• The over-height component of the Main Building, (which is 4.9m when 
measured to the ridgeline) relative to the permitted height limit4 and 

• The remaining village, relative to its layout, landscape and streetscape 
relationship 

To assist in determining the visual effect, two cross sections have been prepared. These Cross 
sections will be referred to within this report as Summerset Cross Sections A-A and B-B 
illustrated as Figure 3 within the Graphic Supplement.  

5.1.1 Visual Effects from neighbouring dwellings  

An assessment was undertaken of the visual prominence of the proposal from a variety of 
neighbouring properties, particularly focussing on the dwelling within that neighbouring property 
that are within close proximity of the Site.  This assessment assigned a degree of effect, based 
on the following:  

• visibility and proximity to the Site (in particular to the nearest built-up edge 
within the Site);  

• the apparent orientation of the retirement village (and dwellings) on the 
neighbouring land and the nature of their outlook, including any existing or 
proposed vegetation that might provide full or partial screening.  

The assessment is based on observations from public roads and use of aerial photos. The 
assessment is based on effects at Year 1 (and year 10 after planting) and are outlined in the 
Visual Impact Table appended in Appendix 3. It is noted that a number of neighbouring lots 
have yet to be built on. 

The visual effects table includes an assessment of 25 neighbouring dwellings, with up to three 
empty lots included. Of the 25 neighbouring dwellings, all are located close to the Site (or as 
close to the Site boundaries as possible) with none of the dwellings on these sites receiving 
open and unobstructed views of the Site as a whole. Due to the flat topography, all views 
towards the Site are either partial or glimpsed, with some dwellings receiving no views into the 
Site, where intervening built forms, existing vegetation or fences curtail views. 

Of the 25 dwellings that receive a glimpse or partial views towards the Site, Dwellings at 12-15 
on Mary Ann Drive, Dwellings at 6-11 on Kerekori Way and Dwellings at 16-19 on Norfolk Drive, 
will all receive views towards the villas located on the southern and south-eastern boundaries. 
Views of the 2-3 storey main building will be largely curtailed due in part by the distance of the 
dwellings to the main building (in excess of 70 metres and averaging around 100 metres) and 
due to the intervening built forms of the villas. Landscaping proposed within the Site will also 
visually soften any outlook.  Those dwellings on Mary Ann Drive will experience a change in 

 
4 The permitted height varies relative to that part of the Site that is within the Compact Housing overlay and that which is 
only in the Residential Zone. Refer to Cross Sections on Figure 3 of the Graphic Supplement. 
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view from an open rural outlook, to one of single-storey built forms. Mary Ann Drive will act as 
the main entrance into the village, and those villas located opposite existing dwellings on Mary 
Anne Drive will be set back from the road frontage and incorporate frontage landscaping. The 
proposed villas will provide a residential edge to Mary Ann Drive and are considered to be 
consistent with expectations of future likely built forms located along this road.. Any visual 
effects are considered to be low at Year 1 and reducing to very low at Year 10 as the 
vegetation within the Site matures. 

For dwellings at further distances, such as those to the east, any views towards the main 
building will be largely curtailed or truncated by the intervening villas located east of the main 
building as illustrated on Summerset Cross Section A-A, and the distance over which the 
building may be visible (over 290 metres). Furthermore, much of the surrounding broader 
landscape that is still currently rural, is anticipated to change over the coming years, to reflect 
the outcome of the Structure Plan for residential development that is associated with this area. 
As such any visual effects are considered to be very low at Year 1 and remaining at very low 
at Year 10. 

For dwellings fronting Victoria Road (Dwellings 20-25) on the western side of Victoria Road, the 
majority are well set back from the road with many having mature planting along their road 
boundary frontage. This planting coupled with the distance of the dwellings to the main building 
is such that visual effects are very low at Year 1 and remaining at very low at Year 10. This 
very low effect also considers the landscape treatment along the Site’s western boundary and 
the development of vegetation within Laurent Swale. 

Undeveloped neighbouring lots will also experience a change in outlook, especially those 
fronting Norfolk Drive to the south of the Site, however it is considered that any visual effects 
will be low, with the form of the proposal being consistent with that anticipated by the residential 
zoning of the land, and Structure Plan. 

Overall, visual effects from the neighbouring properties are generally in the low and very low 
visual effects ratings. The visual change will primarily be the removal of varied land uses 
(paddocks and a dwelling/garden) which is experienced from a limited number of surrounding 
dwellings, to a coherent residential outlook. Some views will become more open due to the 
removal of large mature trees that curtail views into the Site from the northern parts of Victoria 
Road. Aesthetically, the Site will also become more compatible and in-keeping with adjacent 
residential land uses, where rows of tree-lined streets flanked by predominantly one-storey 
villas, anchored by a centrally located two-and-three-storey Main Building, set within a 
landscaped area will replace the paddock land. The proposal will address the adjacent street 
frontages with various architectural and boundary treatments to enable a level of transparency 
to be observed from Norfolk Drive, Mary Ann Drive and Victoria Road. Further commentary on 
this is outlined within the Urban Design Effects (section 5.3). 

The Structure Plan that covers the Site and the broader area anticipates a level of change to 
occur in the area, with areas of the Structure Plan already experiencing this change. The 
residential-style and nature of the retirement village is also consistent with the broader 
residential development that is occurring as part of the Norfolk Downs subdivision. 

5.1.2 Visual Effects from roads close to the Site 

Due to the relatively flat topography, notably around those areas where the topography has 
been flattened to accommodate residential development, many of the views towards the Site 
and the over-height component of the Main Building, are glimpsed or blocked, primarily by 
intervening dwellings and vegetation. 
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As demonstrated by the visual appraisal, it is possible that views from short sections of roads 
that abut the Site will be obtained. The main views will be from Victoria Road, Norfolk Drive and 
elevated sections of the Waikato Expressway. In these transitory views, the boundary one-
storey villas will be partly evident, and potentially parts of the Main Building may also be visible. 
Any views would, however, be relatively short, and glimpsed.  

For views from Norfolk Drive, these would be primarily of the one storey villas that align this 
residential road. Fencing and landscaping will also be apparent, which will complement the 
buildings. Transient views along Victoria Road (and Laurent Road) will also be obtained, 
however these will primarily be of one-storey villas. The two-and-three storey Main Building will 
be located some 120m respectively from Victoria Road and would be seen in context to the 
broader village as illustrated on Summerset Cross Section A-A.. 

Views from elevated sections of the WEX will also be obtained, although these will be at speed, 
with vehicles often travelling at or close to 110kmph. Any views from this vantage point would 
be glimpsed through roadside vegetation and be seen in the broader context of the Summerset 
village and the adjacent Norfolk Downs subdivision. 

Further, glimpses from neighbouring residential roads, including Mary Ann Drive, William Paul 
Street and Kerikori Way may also be obtained, with  views from these roads being largely 
obscured by intervening development. The western part of Mary Ann Drive will be developed by 
one storey villas with frontage landscaping, and be in keeping with a residential character. 
Whilst the views from Mary Ann Drive will change, from rural to urban, they are consistent with 
that anticipated by the District Plan.  

Any views towards the Main Building will be seen in the context of the broader village and wider 
development. 

Based on this, it is considered that views towards the village and the Main Building will be very 
low at year one and remaining at very low by year 10 for all roads. These transitory corridors 
will offer views which are reasonably short, intermittent and oblique. Vegetation and adjacent 
buildings (within the site) will assist to further integrate the Main Building into its broader 
retirement village setting. 

5.1.3 Visual Effects from the Western Storage Basin Walkway 

There will be the potential for some transient views to be obtained towards the village and the 
Main Building. Whilst vegetation associated with the proposal will assist in visually softening the 
village and assist in obscuring views towards the Site, such a form of the proposal is anticipated 
under the District Plan. 

If any views towards the Main Building are evident, the materiality and architectural articulation 
(including the articulation of the roof), in terms of both gable and hipped elements, coupled with 
chimneys, would further assist in visually assimilating the building into its context. Views from 
this walkway would also be obtained of other buildings in the landscape, especially those 
associated with the Norfolk Downs subdivision. 

Based on this, and the anticipation that further development will be evident between the 
walkway and the Site, it is assessed that the visual effects from this walkway are assessed as 
very low.  
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5.2 Landscape Character Effects 
Landscape character is the distinct and recognisable pattern of elements that occurs 
consistently in a particular landscape. It reflects particular combinations of geology, landform, 
soils, vegetation, land use and features of human settlement. It creates the unique sense of 
place defining different areas of the landscape.  

The proposed retirement village will (as will any proposal for the Site), change the landscape 
character of this area of the emerging landscape of northern Cambridge from one of a 
predominantly rural outlook, to one of a built-form outlook. This change in landscape character 
is provided for and has been anticipated by the underlying zoning of the land and the associated 
Structure Plan. 

The existing stormwater pond on the Site, which is a requirement of the previous subdivision 
consent, will be filled by the existing temporary stockpile on the Site, and the trees within the 
northern part of the Site will be removed to enable construction of the retirement village. Many 
of these trees are considered to be unsuited (both in condition and location) for integration into 
a retirement village and new tree planting will be established throughout the village. 

The Main Building is proposed to be located within the central part of the Site, and set back 
from existing residential development. One storey villas and cottages and the two storey 
Louisville units will be seen in context to the Main Building from within the Site and where the 
Main Building is seen from outside of the Site. The height of the Main Building will be seen as 
part of the urban built form of the proposal and will not be seen as creating landscape character 
that is out of context with this Residential Zone, particularly given the context of the adjacent 
Compact Housing Overlay which encourages a taller and more dense area of development. 

There will be a substantial change in the current character to the Site, as outlined earlier, which 
is anticipated by its underlying residential zoning, and which will be broadly consistent with 
residential development that is continuing to occur in surrounding areas. The currently grazed 
paddocks will be replaced by built urban form. In time, and as development of the broader area 
accelerates, the character of the area will further change. Based on this, it considered that the 
effects to landscape character on the surrounding area in light of its anticipated change, is very 
low. 

5.3 Urban Design Effects  
Best practice Urban Design results from a comprehensive and responsive design approach to 
the existing and anticipated context of the Site, and the surrounding and proposed activities. For 
the purposes of this assessment the focus is on the relevant Urban Design themes of the 
objectives and policies relating to the S2 Cambridge North Structure Plan, Design Guidelines 
and Residential Zone, which are contained in full in Appendix 2. 

The intent of the Structure Plan, Design Guidelines and Residential Zone is to provide land for 
residential subdivision and development whilst adhering to high standards of urban design, 
providing site responsive built-forms (notably to the Cambridge vernacular) and utilising 
opportunities to create vibrant open spaces, providing a grid layout for ease of connectivity for 
pedestrians and vehicles as well as providing a high level of amenity. 

Specific provisions of the S2 Cambridge North Structure Plan and Design Guidelines include 
Objective 1 (Role and Identity); Objective 3 (Buildings and Built form); Objective 6 Public space, 
streets and reserves and Objective 7 (Views and landmarks). 
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Under the Residential Zone, specific provisions include Objective 2.3.2 Neighbourhood amenity 
and safety; Objective 2.3.3 On site amenity values; Objective 2.3.5 Comprehensive design and 
development. Policy 2.3.5.1 deals specifically with retirement villages.  

Under Section 21 of the Residential Zone, further specific matters to address include Policy 
21.1.2.4 Retirement Village accommodation and associated care facilities, and 21.1.1.3, 
21.1.1.4 and 21.1.1.10, the latter of which deals specifically with additional height for buildings.  

Finally, Policy 21.1.2.19 relates to permeable surfaces.  There will be 37.5% permeable 
surfaces, which is 17.5% less than the minimum of 55% gross site area in the Cambridge North 
Structure Plan.   

At a high level, the proposed retirement village will:  

• Provide a high level of amenity through a comprehensively designed village, with a variety 
of complementary open spaces; 

• Reinforce character and amenity through the planting of specimen trees and a 
comprehensive landscape structure; 

• Respond to the existing character of Cambridge, through the architectural style of the 
village as well as responding to the residential street frontages by emphasising roof 
articulation and use of materials and landscaping to provide an appropriate street frontage;  

• Incorporate built-form that is sensitive, of high quality, and is integrated within the 
surrounding residential context;  

• Contain building heights which are consistent with the character of the residential zone, 
and the compact housing area that applies to part of the site; and 

• Enhance and maintain amenity values within and the Residential Zone through the 
location, layout and design of buildings. 

5.3.1 Identity of Retirement village 

The Summerset design team researched the local Cambridge housing style and identified key 
design cues where specific design measures could take place in order to respond to the local 
vernacular. The layout of the village is aligned well to the grid layout of the Structure Plan 
Design Guidelines, where the internal street hierarchy is clearly defined, providing 
understandable routes for both pedestrians and vehicles.  

The main entrance will be a tree lined boulevard, accessed off the northern end of Mary Ann 
Drive . Landscaping and areas of open space within the Site will also assist to define 
‘neighbourhoods’ within the village. The design of the villas fronting Norfolk Drive have been 
developed to specifically address this key frontage, where additional colour, material palettes 
and roof articulation will provide visual cohesion to the street. 

The villas fronting Victoria Road are well set back from Victoria Road, separated by the 
Stormwater Swale. These villas will retain a level of openness along this boundary, due to their 
modulated form, palette of materials and roof articulation. Despite their setback from Victoria 
Road, open fencing coupled with a comprehensive Landscape Plan will further assist with their 
relationship with the road corridor.  

Views towards the broader landscape will also be maintained from within the village. Whilst it is 
recognised that further development to the north of the Site will occur, the Site’s broader 
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relationship with local views, such as views towards the Te Miro Range to the east and Mount 
Maungatautari in the south will be available. 

5.3.2 Building layout and Built form, including open spaces and 
amenity 

The proposed retirement village integrates with the surrounding residential context by locating 
the Main Building within the central part of the Site, with a graduated layering of the 
independent villas surrounding it. The modulated façade and roof scape articulation of the main 
building reduces its visual mass and bulk with similar treatment applying to the surrounding 
villas, where the use of gables and ventilation stacks, creates a ‘family’ of architectural design 
treatments across the Site which adjoin key communal spaces. 

Independent dwellings have been arranged in small community clusters accessed from a 
combination of internal  access roads and laneways. The dwellings and garages are offset from 
each other to avoid living spaces looking into neighbouring living spaces. Similarly, outdoor 
spaces have been offset and coupled with landscape treatments to provide a sense of privacy. 

Privacy has been created between independent dwellings by offsetting and modulating the built-
form, with the addition of landscape screening between units and private outdoor areas. 
Dwellings have been separated via shared garage walls to provide acoustic treatment from 
noisier service areas. This approach is reflective of the nature of a comprehensive care 
retirement village which typically have higher dependency occupants located in a Main Building 
setting and is consistent with the management of the village which seeks to remove the onus of 
maintenance from residents. 

All independent dwellings have private outdoor living areas contiguous with the dwelling and 
located for solar gain and orientated for privacy. The Main Building principally provides private 
outdoor living space through a mixture of terraces for ground floor units and balconies for units 
above the ground floor. Units that do not have directly accessible and dedicated private outdoor 
living space are provided with Juliet balconies. The combined provision of private and 
communal space more than adequately provides for the functional, recreational and amenity 
needs of residents, with the general approach being the more independent the lifestyle and 
dwelling type, the more private open space that is provided. 

A hierarchy of vehicular routes and pedestrian connections have been provided adjacent to 
public open spaces, throughout the Site.  

The proposal has a permeable surfaces area of 37.5% and does not comply with rule 2.4.2.12 
permeable surfaces (for Cambridge North Structure Plan) of 55%. The extent of this 
infringement is largely as a consequence of the extent of internal roading and footpaths, as 
opposed to the respective ‘sites’ within the village being overdeveloped with built-form and hard 
surfaces. The arrangement of  the site layout is consistent with the general pattern of 
subdivision in the locality, and the arrangement/ layout proposed in respect of ‘street’ trees, site 
wide landscaping, and built-form setbacks from neighbouring properties and the public realm 
(together with the extensive vegetated stormwater swale to the Sites western boundary), 
enables a greater perception of openness and spaciousness of the Site layout. 
Correspondingly, the effect of the infringement in an urban design perspective, is low. 
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5.3.3 Street Frontage 

An inviting street frontage has been created along Norfolk Drive, with modulated and articulated 
built-forms complemented by new tree planting and landscaping fronting the main residential 
street. As outlined earlier, a specific response has been made to articulate the villas to reinforce 
this, as well as the street corners. A transparent open-style fencing complements this 
articulation and provides surveillance into and out of the Site increasing integration with the 
wider community. 

For the Victoria Street5 boundary, the treatment is slightly different, as outlined earlier, due in 
part to the swale and Laurent Road being located between the Site and Victoria Road (whereby 
increasing the distance of the villas from Victoria Road), and due in part to the distance of other 
residencies aligning this road corridor, where most are set back and contained by mature 
landscaping. This boundary is complemented with a post and rail fencing. 

The main access into the village is via Mary Ann Drive. All single storey villas fronting this road 
will be set back to allow for landscape and tree planting. This will provide a sense of arrival and 
legibility to the entrance and blurring the public/ private interface. As with the Norfolk Drive 
frontage, a transparent open-style fencing complements this articulation and provides 
surveillance into and out of the Site increasing integration with the wider community. 

All signage will be carefully located and placed on site and include freestanding village 
billboards and fence hoardings. Two freestanding village billboards will be located at the 
northern and southern end of the village on Victoria Road, measuring 6m wide by 3m in height. 
These temporary structures along with the fence hoardings (measuring approximately 2 in width 
and 1.2 to 1.5m in height) will be removed as development progresses through the village. 

5.3.4 The Main Building 

As demonstrated through this assessment, the scale and form of the Main Building, will not 
result in a building that compromises the amenity of adjacent or surrounding properties. 

A combination of factors has enabled the Main Building to have low and very low levels of 
visual effects, whereby addressing Policy 21.1.1.10, including: 

- Distance from adjacent sites, where the nearest dwelling is approximately 72m from the 
Main Building.  

- A contained visual catchment, where due to the topography and established character 
of the landscape, buildings can be readily absorbed. 

- The height of the Main Building is absorbed by the overall scale of the proposed 
retirement village and largely internalised by its central location, remote from 
neighbouring properties.  

- No shading will occur to adjoining dwellings or sites due its location within the centre of 
the Site. 

- Landscaping assists to further absorb the scale of the building into the wider context 
and the overall proposal of the Site. 

-  

 
5 Victoria Road supports a speed limit of 80km an hour, which is faster than Norfolk Drive. 
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The proposal will provide a visual reference point within the village and easily read as the heart 
of the village, which hosts a range of communal facilities. The design attributes of the Main 
Building, with its materiality, modulated façade, and roof-scape articulation (including use of 
gables) integrates it with the surrounding residential context. 

Based on this, it is considered that urban design effects would be low and beneficial. 

6.0 Conclusion 

This Urban Design, Landscape and Visual Assessment has assessed the design and layout of 
the village relative to its context, inclusive of the Main Building located centrally within Site. This 
assessment has had regard to the relevant provisions within Appendix S2 Cambridge North 
Structure Plan and Design Guidelines and the Residential Zone matters within the Waipa 
District Plan. 

The proposed Main Building has been located within a part of the Site that is at sufficient 
distance from neighbouring properties to avoid any significant adverse visual or amenity affects. 
The Main Building will be seen in the broader context of the proposed retirement village within 
land that already anticipates development such as this within this Residential Zone. 

Views from the local context will observe anticipated change from rural to more urban 
residential development. In the short term this will introduce new elements and built-forms into 
the visual landscape, including the Main Building within the integrated retirement village. The 
proposed retirement village will be able to seamlessly integrate with the future and existing 
development within the Cambridge North Structure Plan area by responding to the character of 
the area with the style and form of the buildings coupled with the comprehensive landscaping. 
The proposed design of the built-forms has included detailing and articulation that addresses 
the respective street frontages.  

The urban design measures undertaken have enabled a comprehensive care retirement village 
to be successfully integrated within the existing context, whilst retaining good levels of 
connectivity and visual appeal. 

Based on this, it is assessed that the overall visual, adverse landscape and urban design effects 
of the comprehensive care retirement village will be low and very low, which relates to a less 
than minor effect.    
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Appendix 1: Landscape & Visual Methodology 

The effects covered in this assessment, include those that can occur in relation to physical 
features, viewing audiences and visual amenity and/or on the Site’s contribution to the existing 
landscape character and amenity values, as follows: 

• Visual effects relate to the changes that arise in the composition of available views as a 
result of changes to the landscape, to people’s responses to the changes, and to the 
overall effects with respect to visual amenity. 

• Landscape character and amenity effects derive from changes in the physical 
landscape, which may give rise to changes in its character and how this is experienced. 
This may in turn affect the perceived value ascribed to the landscape. 

Landscape and visual impacts result from natural or induced change in the components, 
character or quality of a landscape. Usually these are the result of landform or vegetation 
modification or the introduction of new structures, activities or facilities into the landscape. The 
process of change itself, that is the construction process and/or activities associated with the 
proposed retirement village, also carry with them their own visual impacts as distinct from those 
generated by a completed development. 

The nature of landscape and visual effects generated by any particular proposal can, therefore, 

be: 

• Positive (beneficial), contributing to the visual character and quality of the environment. 

• Negative (adverse), detracting from existing character and quality of environment; or 

• Neutral (benign), with essentially no effect on existing character or quality of 
environment. 

Landscape and Amenity effects can be rated on a seven-point scale from Very High, through to 
Very Low. 

The degree to which landscape and visual effects are generated by a development depends on 
a number of factors, these include: 

• The degree to which the proposal contrasts, or is consistent, with the qualities of the 
surrounding landscape. 

• The proportion of the proposal that is visible, determined by the observer’s position 
relative to the objects viewed. 

• The distance and foreground context within which the proposal is viewed. 

• The area or extent of visual catchment from which the proposal is visible. 

• The number of viewers, their location and situation (static or moving) in relation to the 
view. 

• The backdrop and context within which the proposal is viewed. 

• The predictable and likely known future character of the locality. 
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• The quality of the resultant landscape, its aesthetic values and contribution to the wider 
landscape character to the area. 

Change in a landscape does not, of itself, necessarily constitute an adverse landscape or visual 
effect. Landscape is dynamic and is constantly changing over time in both subtle and more 
dramatic transformational ways, these changes are both natural and human induced. What is 
important in managing landscape change is that adverse effects are avoided or sufficiently 
mitigated to ameliorate the effects of the change in land use. The aim is to provide a high 
amenity environment through appropriate design outcomes, including planting that can provide 
an adequate substitution for the currently experienced amenity. 

This report covers the landscape, urban design and amenity effects as experienced by the 
following groups: 

• Private owners and occupiers of dwellings, property; 

• Local roads 

Determination of “minor” 

Decision makers determining whether a resource consent application should be notified must 
also assess whether the effect on a person is less than minor or an adverse effect on the 
environment is no more than minor. Likewise, when assessing a non-complying activity, 
consent can only be granted if the s104D ‘gateway test’ is satisfied. This test requires the 
decision maker to be assured that the adverse effects of the activity on the environment will be 
‘minor’ or not be contrary to the objectives and policies of the relevant planning documents. 

These assessments will generally involve a broader consideration of the effects of the activity, 
beyond the landscape and visual effects. Through this broader consideration, guidance may be 
sought on whether the likely effects on the landscape or effects on a person are considered in 
relation to ‘minor’. It must also be stressed that more than minor effects on individual elements 
or viewpoints does not necessarily equate to more than minor effects on the wider landscape. In 
relation to this assessment, moderate-low level effects would generally equate to ‘minor’. 

The third row highlights the word ‘significant’ which has particular reference to the NZCPS and 
Policy 13 and Policy 15 and where on the effects-spectrum ‘a significant’ effect would be 
placed. 

Less than Minor Minor More than Minor 

Very Low Low Moderate- 
Low 

Moderate Moderate- 
High 

High Very High 

 Significant6 

 

 

 

 

 
6 To be used only about Policy 13(1)(b) and Policy 15(b) of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS), where 
the test is ‘to avoid significant adverse effects’. 
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Appendix 2: Waipa District Plan Provisions 

As outlined within the Introduction, the Site comprises four land parcels. Some of the land 
parcels are subject to different zones and overlays, however all are subject to the Structure 
Plan. 

Under the Waipa District Plan, the Site is subject to the following: 

- A Growth Management Structure Plan – Appendix S2 Cambridge North Structure Plan 
and Design Guidelines (relevant to the entire Site) 

- Residential Zone (80 Laurent Road) 

- Deferred Residential Zone (100 & 102 Laurent Road) 

- Two overlays, including the Compact Housing Area and Road Noise Effects Area. 

Relevant to this assessment, consent will be required for the following: 

- Retirement village within or outside the compact housing overlay – Restricted 
Discretionary activity, but overall as a Non-Complying activity for the component of 
the activity occurring in the Deferred Residential zone.  

- Maximum Height infringement – Discretionary activity  

Appendix S2 Cambridge North Structure Plan and Design Guidelines 

Specific objectives relevant to urban design, landscape visual matters include: 

Objective 1 Role and Identity  

- ‘Reinforce character through the planting of street trees that will over time add to and 
reinforce the character of Cambridge. This outcome can be reinforced by providing for 
separate and distinct areas for street tree planting and services (see indicative street 
cross sections, Figures 2 and 3).  

- Development within the Cambridge North Area should reinforce a high level of visibility 
at street corners by considering the size and shape of the corner sites, the scale of 
future housing for the site and the design low and/or permeable fencing to enable 
visibility from the dwelling onto the street. These distinctive sites should be consistent 
with the existing character of Cambridge proper being the pitched roof horizontal 
weatherboard villas located on corner sites, addressing the street corner and adding 
aesthetic value to these streets’.  

Objective 3 Buildings (Built form) 

- ‘Provide built form that incorporates sensitive, high quality, integrated urban, landscape 
and architectural design. 

- Maximise passive surveillance by requiring low front walls / fences / landscaping along 
the street frontage. A height of 1200mm high allows for passive observation of the 
street when standing within dwellings. Fence materials should be sympathetic to 
surrounding built form but retain a level of transparency so as not to provide a blank 
façade adjacent to the street edge’. 

Objective 6 Public space, streets and reserves 
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- ‘Provide for high quality landscape planting along street edges (while maintaining views 
between residential properties and the street), improving the visual character of the 
area’. 

Objective 7 Views and landmarks 

- Protect and enhance vistas and street views that celebrate significant buildings and 
features and reinforce visual connections to wider rural and natural landscape features. 

Residential Zone 

The objectives and policies to consider for the Residential zone are: 

Objective 2.3.2 Neighbourhood amenity and safety 

‘To maintain amenity values and enhance safety in the Residential Zone. 

- Policy 2.3.2.2 Building setback: character street - To maintain the existing character of 
character streets by having a consistent building setback. 

- Policy 2.3.2.5 Height of buildings - The height of new buildings shall not be out of 
character with the Residential Zone. For developments within the compact housing area 
identified on the Planning Maps this policy applies at the boundary of the site. 

- Policy 2.3.2.19 Safety and design - To enhance the safety of residential 
neighbourhoods through site layouts and building designs that incorporate Crime 
Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles’. 

Objective 2.3.3 On-site amenity values 

‘To maintain and enhance amenity values within and around dwellings and sites in the 
Residential Zone through the location, layout and design of dwellings and buildings. 

- Policy 2.3.3.5 Maximum building length - Long building lines are not consistent with 
residential character and should be avoided. Buildings that are well modulated with 
architectural detail shall be preferred’. 

Objective 2.3.5 Comprehensive design and development 

To ensure that developments are comprehensively designed, incorporate urban design and 
CPTED principles, are co-ordinated with infrastructure provision, and integrated with the 
transportation network. 

Policy 2.3.5.1: Comprehensive design of retirement village accommodation and associated care 
facilities - To ensure that retirement village accommodation and associated care facilities, are 
comprehensively designed by: 

(a) Ensuring that developments effectively relate to the street, existing buildings, and adjoining 
developments in the neighbourhood; and 

(b) Ensuring that in the Cambridge Residential Character Area new dwellings between existing 
dwellings on the site and the road shall be avoided; and 

(c) Avoiding long continuous lengths of wall; and 

(d) Maximising the potential for passive solar gain; and 

(e) Providing for sufficient private space for the reasonable recreation, service and storage 
needs of residents; and 

(f) Retaining existing trees and landscaping within the development where this is practical; and 
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(g) Where appropriate provide for multi-modal transport options and provide for links with 
existing road, pedestrian and cycleways; and 

(h) Incorporating CPTED principles; and 

(i) Addressing reverse sensitivity effects; and 

(j) Mitigating adverse effects related to traffic generation, access, noise, vibration, and light spill; 
and 

(k) Being appropriately serviced and co-ordinated with infrastructure provision and integrated 
with the transport network. 

Specific Assessment matters, for which matters of discretion will be had, include: 

Rule 2.4.1.3(e) Retirement village accommodation and associated care facilities and rest homes 
within or outside the compact housing overlay. Assessment will be restricted to the following 
matters: 

- Building location, bulk and design. 

- Landscaping. 

- CPTED. 

- Benefits provided to residents from onsite communal facilities. 

The following are matters which will need to be considered with reference to Section 21 (District 
Wide Provisions) for restricted discretionary activities: 

21.1.2 Residential Zone (21.1.2.4 Retirement village accommodation and associated care 
facilities) 

(a) Building design including: 

(i) The extent to which solar potential and good solar aspect is optimized within the 
development; and 

(ii) Colours; and 

(iii) The materials to be used and how they are to be repeated within the development; and 

(iv) Detail of roof pitches; and 

(v) Details of doorways and the provision of shelter for visitors; and 

(vi) Windows, revetment, balconies and recesses; and 

(vii) Garaging to create visual continuity and cohesion and reflect a residential character; and 

(viii) Whether designs avoid monolithic walls in favour of designs that incorporate smaller scale 
building elements to promote feelings of interest and diversity. 

(b) Visually permeable fences and glazing of façades that provide for surveillance from the 
dwelling to the street and other public places such as walkways and reserves. 

(c) Integration with neighbouring residential development that is responsive to local character in 
terms of its façade treatment including building proportions, detailing, materials and landscape 
treatment. 
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(d) Outdoor living spaces for independent living units that are private and have good access to 
sunlight in midwinter and/or have access to a range of communal landscaped outdoor areas 
that are orientated such that they have good solar aspect. 

(e) The location of outdoor storage areas and rubbish and recycling compounds such that the 
appearance from the street is not adversely affected and on-site amenity, such as the provision 
of outdoor living spaces is not compromised. 

(f) The design of the road boundary setback: 

(i) Street definition - the extent to which units as opposed to garages orient and face the street 
creating a strong interface between the public and private domains. Designs need to avoid 
street frontages that are dominated by garages and outdoor storage areas; and 

(ii) Landscaping - the type and nature of the landscaping both within the front yard setback and 
throughout the development so that it contributes both to the neighbourhood and to on-site 
amenity; and 

(iii) Access way design - the width and proportion of the frontage as well as the landscaping and 
the materials to be used. 

(g) The provision of connections to public walkways/cycleways and the road network. 

(h) Open space character including on-site landscaping, retention of mature trees, provision of 
shared driveways. 

(n) The benefits provided to residents from communal facilities being provided on site. 

The following are matters which will need to be considered with reference to Section 21 (District 
Wide Provisions) for all discretionary activities: 

21.1.1.3 Visual 

(a) The extent to which the development effects the surrounding environment; particularly any 
identified character precinct areas, prominence of buildings and design elements in the 
proposal, and public places and roads. 

(b) The scale, height, bulk, cross sectional area, colour, glazing reflectivity and texture of any 
buildings. 

(c) The location, scale and nature of earthworks/ excavations/spoil and vegetation removal/soil 
or spoil heaps. 

(d) The extent of any light spill, light intensity and shadowing effects. 

(e) The extent to which existing vegetation is retained to screen or soften visual effects. 

(f) The extent and nature of landscape planting and rehabilitation proposed and whether this will 
remedy or mitigate the effects of the activity, including provision for on-going maintenance of 
planting. 

21.1.1.4 Amenity Values 

(a) The likely effects of the activity and associated land uses on any other activity in the vicinity 
by emission of noise, fumes, dust, smoke, glare or any other form of pollution. 

(b) The degree to which there is a loss of privacy, daylight or sunlight in adjacent sites. 

(c) The extent to which harmony of form, colour, texture and materials is present within 
individual developments. 
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) The extent to which solar potential, innovative aspect and design is optimized in the 
development. 

(e) The scale and bulk of building(s) in relation to the site and adjoining neighbours. 

(f) The built characteristics of the locality. 

(g) The extent to which the road boundary setback is appropriate in the location. 

(h) The extent of modification to the existing landform and the impact this will have on the 
character and amenity of the surrounding area. 

(i) The ability to avoid, remedy or mitigate potential visual and amenity effects on sites in the 
vicinity. 

21.1.1.10 Additional height for buildings 

- The degree to which there may be shading on adjoining or adjacent sites. 

- Whether the ground level of the adjoining site is elevated from the application site and 
an exception will not adversely affect the amenity or use of that adjoining site. 

- Whether consistency has been achieved with respect of the appearance and design of 
the development with the character of the area, including existing buildings on the site 
and adjoining sites. 

- The degree to which shading, loss of daylight, amenity value and privacy affect the 
adjoining properties. 

- The degree to which the adverse effects of increased height are able to be mitigated, 
such as through increased separation distances between the building and adjoining 
sites, innovative building design, site topography, or the provision of screening. 
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Appendix 3: Visual Impact Table 

ID7 Address Nature of 
View8 and 
distance9 to 
nearest point 
of Main 
Building 

Visual Effect10 Notes 

Year 1 Year 
10 

1 17B Isobel 
Hodgson Drive, 
Cambridge 

291 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 128 metres from the Site boundary.  

2 17A Isobel 
Hodgson Drive, 
Cambridge 

298 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 137 metres from the Site boundary.  

3 11B Isobel 
Hodgson Drive, 
Cambridge 

299 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 134 metres from the Site boundary.  

4 10D Bourke Drive, 
Cambridge 

250 metres, 
glimpsed views  

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low  

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 81 metres from the Site boundary.  

5 7 Bourke Drive, 
Cambridge 

171 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north. Located 
approximately 21 metres from the Site boundary.  

6 8 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

142 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north. Located 
approximately 17 metres from the Site boundary.  

7 6 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

150 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the east. Located 
approximately 42 metres from the Site boundary.  

8 4 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

163 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north and east. 
Located approximately 65 metres from the Site boundary. 

9 7 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

100 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 20 metres from the Site boundary. 

10 5 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

112 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 41 metres from the Site boundary. 

11 3 Kerekori Way, 
Cambridge 

127 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 63 metres from the Site boundary.  

12 8 Mary Ann Drive, 
Cambridge 

77 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single Storey. Living space orientated to the north and east. 
Located approximately 20 metres from the Site boundary  

 
7 Refer to Figure 3: Visual Appraisal Plan for locations of dwellings. 
8 Nature of view: No View; Glimpse View; Partial View (i.e. up to 50% of the Site visible) and Open View 
9 Measurement taken from GIS/ Google Earth and is an estimate only. It is measured from the edge of the roofline to the 
nearest point of the Main Building. 
10 Based on a seven-point scale: Very Low (VL); Low (L); Moderate-Low (ML); Moderate (M); Moderate-High (MH); High 
(H); and Very High (VH). 
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ID7 Address Nature of 
View8 and 
distance9 to 
nearest point 
of Main 
Building 

Visual Effect10 Notes 

Year 1 Year 
10 

13 6 Mary Ann Drive, 
Cambridge 

86 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the east. Located 
approximately 26 metres from the Site boundary.  

14 4 Mary Ann Drive, 
Cambridge 

103 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the east. Located 
approximately 32 metres from the Site boundary.  

15 53 Norfolk Drive, 
Cambridge 

118 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space is orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 23 metres from the Site boundary.  

16 54 Norfolk Drive, 
Cambridge 

188 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space is orientated to the south. Located 
approximately 66 metres from the Site boundary.  

17 56 Norfolk Drive, 
Cambridge 

181 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space is orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 55 metres from the Site boundary.  

18 58 Norfolk Drive, 
Cambridge 

173 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the west and south. 
Located approximately 38 metres from the Site boundary.  

19 60 Norfolk Drive, 
Cambridge 

171 metres 
glimpsed views 

Low Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the west and south. 
Located approximately 33 metres from the Site boundary.  

20 63 Victoria Road, 
Cambridge 

249 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the north, east. Located 
approximately 94 metres from the Site boundary. 

21 67 Victoria Road, 
Cambridge 

215metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 77 metres from the Site boundary.  

22 91 Victoria Road, 
Cambridge 

393 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the north and west. 
Located approximately 278 metres from the Site boundary.  

23 99 Victoria Road, 
Cambridge 

269 metres, 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the west and east. 
Located approximately 128 metres from Site boundary.  

24 111 Victoria 
Road, Cambridge 

294 metres, 
glimpsed views  

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the west. Located 
approximately 99 metres from the Site boundary.  

25 115 Victoria 
Road, Cambridge 

358 metres 
glimpsed views 

Very 
Low 

Very 
Low 

Single storey. Living space orientated to the east. Located 
approximately 157 metres from the Site boundary.   
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Site Appraisal Photograph A: Photograph taken from northern boundary of the Site looking southwards. 

Site Appraisal Photograph B: Photograph taken from the north-eastern corner of the Site looking south-east

Site Appraisal Photographs A & B

South-eastern boundary 
of the Site

Temporary stockpile 
within the southern part 
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North-eastern boundary 
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South-eastern boundary 
of the Site

Temporary stockpile 
within the southern part 

of the Site
Western boundary of 

the Site

Existing dwelling within 
the Site 

(100 Laurent Road)
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Site Appraisal Photograph C: Photograph from the south-eastern corner of the Site looking north-west. 

Site Appraisal Photograph D: Photograph taken from the south-western corner of the Site looking north-east. 

Site Appraisal Photographs C & D
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Site Context Photograph 1: Photograph taken from a location on Laurent Road, which runs parallel to Victoria road. View looks south-east, some 115 metres north-east of the Site. 

Site Context Photograph 2: Photograph taken from the intersection of William Paul Street and Isobel Hodgson Drive. View looks west, some 200 metres to the east of the Site. 

Site Context Photographs 1 & 2
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Site Context Photograph 3: Photograph taken from Norfolk drive, looking north-west towards the Site. 

Site Context Photograph 4: Photograph taken from a location on Tosland Way, looking north towards the Site. 

Site Context Photographs 3 & 4
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Site Context Photograph 5: Photograph taken from a location on Victoria Road, some 110 metres to the south-western corner of the Site. View is looking in a north-easterly direction.

Site Context Photograph 6: Photograph taken from a location on the elevated section of the Waikato Expressway. View is looking southwards towards the Site, some 290 metres from the Site boundary.     

Site Context Photographs 5 & 6
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